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Chairman’s News 

By Jimmy Mattushek (New Chairman) 

 

March 2017. 

Well, this is my first report as chairman of the club and I will keep it brief. 

I was quite taken aback at even being nominated for the post of chairman at the AGM, especially 

given some of the comments I received prior to the AGM. At any rate, I have taken on the role, and 

trust that I can fulfil the role with diligence and contribute to the club in a positive way. I have not 

been able to get fully involved yet due to work pressures, winding up my section of our division 

and being part of a team in closing out a huge tender, which looks like being signed off this week. It 

is for Eskom, so hey, a possibility of keeping the lights on. I will be taking leave in my last month of 

work, which is April, and then Dianne and I are going away for a couple of weeks which takes me 

into the middle of May. 

However, I need to thank those on the committee who have picked up the reins and run with their 

various portfolios with great gusto. Also, I would like to thank ColinTT for his helping hand in 

keeping things ticking over. 
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In some of my spare time, I have mulled over what I would like to see happen in the club, both in 

the short and long term.  

In the short term I would like to see the existing layouts being brought up to a higher standard 

insofar as the track work is concerned. I believe that we can sort most of this out during our 

planned work party day, 9th April. This will also include the fitting of the new bridge which ColinTT 

has in hand. It will also be great to get the scenery completed, either by the club or the various 

owners of the modules over the next couple of months. This does attract many a visitor, and, 

together with Dave’s running history lesson, does keep the visitors enthralled at times. I am going 

to talk to Bob about his station layout over the weekend. It would be nice to see that completed 

and, depending on what he says, I would be happy to scenic it. Only problem is I cannot see where 

to fit a John Deere outlet/factory... 

Over the longer term, I would like to see the club grow in membership, especially amongst the 

younger generation. It is great to see a couple of families join us; we even have two young ladies 

running trains. Terrance, must be your good looks, or is it Niel’s?  I believe that with the proposal of 

the smart phone being used for controlling trains, it could attract the younger generation into the 

club. It would also be good to see more members running trains on a Saturday morning. Often it is 

only 3, maybe 4 guys running. Any suggestions? Personally, as much as I enjoy operations, does it 

interest other club members and or visitors? Colin has worked out something and maybe we 

should give it a go. Should it be run on a Saturday morning, or should we devote a Saturday 

afternoon or evening to it. Let’s open it up for discussion amongst the members. 

We are hosting our first swap meet of the year later this month, so it will be great to see many 

members there to help with the setting up and dismantling of the tables etc. We also would like to 

see trains operating for the visitors. 

On the financial side of things, the club is in a very healthy position. It does mean we can spend 

money on important items. I would like to keep the bank balance up as we don’t know where we 

are going to go in the long run – as we know, the shopping centres are always unreliable, although 

we have been most fortunate over the last number of years. We have spent some money on little 

items and there will be money spent on the bridge and scenery over the next month or so. 

Thanks guys and dolls, and keep them trains rolling. 

 

Jimmy Mattushek. 
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Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Swap Meet Coming up SOON! 

The next Swap Meet takes place on Saturday 25th March, and WE ARE THE HOSTS!  Previous Swap Meets 

hosted by EMRIG have been a great success, and are appreciated by the Traders particularly because of the 

support provided to them by the club when setting up and dismantling their tables – apart from all the 

money we spend there!!  At the last Swap Meet in December, we had a record 51 tables occupied by Trad-

ers.  We want this upcoming Meet to be as successful, and as enjoyable, for the Traders and the participat-

ing public.  We start setting up tables from 07h00, so that everything is in place for the 09h00 start.  We 

also want a diversity of trains operating on all our layouts, to show the public what we are about!   

Please support the Swap Meet (that will be to your own advantage!), but also support the club in assisting 

with setting up at 07h00 and dismantling from 12h00, so that the task is not left to just the faithful few…  

Many hands make light work!  And encourage your friends and family to attend! 

Subscriptions! 

Subs for 2017 are now overdue!  If you haven’t paid yet, please make arrangements to do so.  Banking de-

tails appear at the end of the Newsletter.  EFT payments are preferred, rather than cash, please, as these 

do not cost the club money… 

New Modules! 

ALL members are encouraged to work at producing new (or upgrading existing) modules.  We need some 

“spare” modules, in order to be able to remove some of the existing modules from the layout for upgrade 

purposes.  It would also be great to be able to change the existing layout around from time to time (“a 

change of scenery!”) if we could.  And perhaps expand the branch-line facilities…  And all sorts of other 

possibilities….  

Please remember that all modules need to comply with the EMRIG club standards (available on the web-

site) so that modules can be incorporated directly into the layout.  

Replacing the “Bridge”! 

The existing “Bridge” module (providing access to the centre of the layout) has proved to be a bit problem-

atic at times.  ColinTT has now put a lot of effort into designing a new Bridge Module that will replace the 

existing one, being more sturdy in construction, with improved electrical and rail connectivity.  A Workshop 

will be held on Sunday 9th April, when members will work on the assembly of this new module, laying track, 

ballasting, and then doing the landscaping and installation.  This will be an ideal “learning experience” for 

those of us who are not yet experienced in these skills!  Details for the Workshop will follow in due course…   
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Smart Phone (“Raspberry Pi”!!) Train Control! 

Niel Wilson is investigating the possibility of making use of one’s cellphone for controlling DCC trains (such 

as the N Gauge Guild use for their operations), as an alternative to using the traditional Digitrax throttles.  

Obviously the existing system would need to stay in place, for those who have already invested in our pre-

sent technology, or don’t have such “smart phones” (or smart brains!)…  If you are interested this new sys-

tem, please let Niel know (his email address appears at the end of the Newsletter), and he can give you 

more info.  

Durban Train Show! 

As indicated in the Club Diary, there is a “Train Show” being arranged in Durban and vicinity, in place of the 

Convention that was cancelled.  The show will take place from27 April to 1 May.  More details about the 

show appear elsewhere in this Newsletter.  If you are interested in making the trip to Durbs for the purpose 

of attending the show, please let me know, and I will try to coordinate arrangements for those going.  

 

Scale versus Gauge 

By Johan Leeflang 

 

Editor’s Note: Johan has been a long-time member of EMRIG, who now resides in Groot Brak Rivier in the 

Southern Cape, and keeps in touch with the club activities through the Newsletter.  Thank you for this article, 

Johan.  Your other (Photography) article will appear in the next edition…  

Many train modellers confuse scale with gauge and with one another.  Scale is a description of the size of a 

model in relation to its full-size counterpart.  

The model can be expressed in a number of ways.  

A ratio of 1:87 means that one unit on the model represents 87units on the full-size object. Railway 

modellers use letters and ratios. HO for example is 3,5mm to the foot.  

To add confusion, HO refers to two different things, namely a scale or modelling ratio and also a track gauge.  

Scale or modelling ratio can be defined as the size of the final model in relation to the prototype. The track 

gauge is the distance between the rails, and HO gauge rails are spaced 16,5mm apart. 

This represents the standard gauge of 4’ 8½” used by most railways across America, Europe, Great Britain 

and now even our own Gautrain in Gauteng. 

HO, both scale and gauge, was taken over from England to America more than 60 years ago. In the heydays, 

the most popular model railroad size was “O” gauge (7mm to the foot, tinplate models) and by halving that 

size the British came up with “Half O Gauge” hence the name HO.  As the British prototype rolling stock is 

smaller in size compared to the European’s prototype rolling stock, the British modelling ratio [scale] was 
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decreased.  However, the track gauge remained common world-wide. 

Yet today, European manufacturers have adapted 1:87 scale, i.e. HO, and the British had stuck to 1:76 scale, 

i.e. “OO”, which works out to 4mm to the foot. 

This also applies to “N” gauge because British model rolling stock is slightly bigger than the European model 

rolling stock.  British scale is 1:148, and European is 1:160. 

Here is a diagram as adapted from Nem 010…. 

 

The yellow band across indicates the most popular scale, being 1:87 (HO), but showing the various 

commercial gauges available in the hobby. 

The American narrow gauge of HOn3 which is 10,5 mm track is not on the diagram. 

PECO have a large range of different gauges available to the modeller, but years ago I found a company in 

Germany by the name of TILLIG who also make HO with HO-m on one side with points, crossovers and bi-

furcations, etc. This means one can operate 2 different gauges of trains on the same track. This is also 

available in HO with HO-e. 

In Switzerland and Germany, you get main line trains sharing the station with narrow gauge tracks that can 

then part ways into the countryside where tight corners have to be encountered where the high-speed 

trains then stay with the normal gauge. 

This was also utilized when a gorge or ravine had to be crossed with an expensive bridge, then both tracks 

would share the same structure to cut costs of a double bridge. 
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This would be extremely challenging, to build a station like Port Shepstone in KZN where one would need 

HO-m track for the normal gauge in SA (3’ 6”) and then to use HO-i for the 2ft gauge. This is then 12mm 

track with 6,5mm inside.  Maybe expert track builders can build it from scratch by themselves but to the 

best of my knowledge it is not commercially available.  As far as I can remember the 2 tracks just have cross 

overs and not 3 tracks on a single line, they would probably use alternative tracks for the passengers to 

embark (I was last there 30 years ago). 

 

Durban Train Show 

Information Provided by Mike from Durban (trainshdbn@gmail.com)  

Durban will be hosting a “Train Show” in a few weeks’ time.  This will start on Thursday 27th April (public 

holiday!) and end on Monday 1st May (another public holiday!).  So – a  looooooong weekend! 

The train show will include Layout Visits, a Swap Meet (R20 entrance charge), and a couple of social 

functions.  There is a braai on the Thursday evening (R20 per boerie roll), and another braai on the Saturday 

evening (R65 for a braai pack).  Then there is also the opportunity to do an Umgeni Steam Railway trip on 

the Sunday 30th April.  There is no charge for the Train Show (layout visits), just the various functions as 

listed.  An application form is available for you to register. 

There are 8 layout visits available, including SAR (x2), USA (x2), UK (x2) and mixed (x2) systems.  A 

programme for the timing of the visits is not yet available, but there will be no more than 10 visitors 

allowed at a layout per occasion.  You will need to register for the layout visits.  

The Umgeni Steam Railway (USR) runs from Kloof to Inchanga, on the Old Main Line route.  There are two 

trips – a morning trip starting at 08h30, ending 11h30 back at Kloof, and an afternoon trip starting at 12h30, 

ending at 16h00.  There is a craft market with food stalls at Inchanga, as well as a transport museum. The 

cost of USR train tickets is R220, reduced to R150 for pensioners over 65.  Bookings must be made.  There is 

more information available at www.umgenisteamrailway.com.  Alternatively, contact them on 082-353-6003. 

YouTube videos of trips along this rail section under steam power can be viewed on the USR website. 

If you are keen to attend, please let me (Brian Dawson – email address at end of the newsletter ) know if 

you want more details.  I believe ColinTT will be attending, as he will be on holiday in KZN at the time! But I 

don’t yet know of anyone else going… you will need to arrange your own transport and accommodation… 

 

 

mailto:trainshdbn@gmail.com
http://www.umgenisteamrailway.com/
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Know Your New Committee Members 

Short Personal Biographies 
 

 
Editor’s Note: With new members on the committee, I have asked all to provide a short train-related biog-

raphy, to introduce themselves to the club members.  Three appeared last month.  Here are another three, 

and the remaining two will hopefully follow in the next edition… 

EMRIG Committee Member Biography   Terrence Marx: Portfolio  =  Secretary 

Marital Status:   What’s that?? 

Children:   None.  Had three cats but they died. 

When and where did you start playing with model trains?  

When I was a baby, my parents used to put me in my high chair and I’d watch my dad’s Marklin train 

running around in circles on the table.  I guess that’s why I don’t like German trains…..    

Do you have your own layout at home? 

Nope. But I once had a small layout in the garage when I was in high school.   

What gauge(s) and nationalities do you operate?  

HO scale.  Mostly American, although I do have a bit of South African.  

How much time do you waste playing trains (operating / maintaining / modelling)? 

None!!  Playing trains isn’t a waste of time!  (To quote Niel W, but I don’t get as much time due to the fact 

that I am studying and live in a flat and noise in the middle of the night is not ayoba.)  

Do you allow your children / grandchildren to play with your trains? 

No, I would encourage them to play with their own trains until they are old enough to play properly with my 

trains. The question is however moot as I don’t have kids. 

What train do you really want to acquire next? 

Anything that I can lay my hands on that is American and not yet in my collection.  I do have a “bucket list” 

of locos I want, but it is just there to justify my crazy purchases. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

EMRIG Committee Member Biography  Jan Kruger: Portfolio  =  Treasurer 

Marital Status:   Married to Antoinette (>46 years) 
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Children:   A son, staying in Heidelberg. 

When and where did you start playing with model trains? 

Got my first train when I was about 13 years old.  Only started with my own layout when I was about 40 

years old.   

Do you have your own layout at home? 

I had a layout but had to break it up when I moved to Rhynpark. 

What gauge(s) and nationalities do you operate?  

HO scale.  Mixed South African and American.  

How much time do you waste playing trains (operating / maintaining / modelling)? 

As much time as possible!!   

Do you allow your children / grandchildren to play with your trains? 

Yes, I did when I still had a layout. 

What train do you really want to acquire next? 

A diesel loco with sound, and some rolling stock. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

EMRIG Committee Member Biography  Glynn Chamberlain: Portfolio = Web Master 

Marital Status:  Very happily married 

Children:  One son and one daughter 

When and where did you start playing with model trains? 

Somewhere, in my younger teens. When between 6 and 10, my mom would take my brother (Kevin) and I to 

a bridge in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, overlooking the mainline out of Bulawayo station and yards to Salisbury, 

Plumtree and Victoria Falls. Also just to the right were the loco sheds where the Garrets and steam trains 

were stored. This sparked my interest in trains. 

Around 13 and 14 I really wanted a train set. My father had a Hornby set tucked away for our “more 

responsible” years where we would appreciate the toys and not destroy them. In 1978, we visited England 

and I purchased some track and a loco in HO which kept me occupied till I started work, got married etc., etc. 

The hiatus began. 

In 1994, Kevin brought home an N scale Fleishmann loco and I was sold on the scale. Since then, I have been 

back into trains and loving it. 
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Do you have your own layout at home? 

Yes.  After moving back to Johannesburg from Cape Town in 2000, I was determined to have a layout room. 

Around 2003, I managed to build the room and have been working on the layout ever since. It is a double 

deck “M” shaped layout.  

About a year ago, I started operations, where I now have between 11 to 12 like-minded operation- crazy 

friends (mostly EMRIG members) who help me operate the layout once per month. In between, I try to work 

on the layout doing scenery, upgrading or adding electrics and the like. 

What gauge(s) and nationalities do you operate?  

I model N scale.   

My original trains were British, mostly Graham Farish. However I was wallowing. Not long after starting, I 

saw a photo in one of the Model Railroader magazines that just sold me on American, and I converted. 

If I had to do it again, I would go straight into American. It is without doubt the best . And still in N Scale. 

How much time do you waste playing trains (operating / maintaining / modelling)? 

One Sunday a month in our operating session, 3 to 4 hours. It arguably takes me a week of an hour or two 

each evening just to get ready for the session. 

Apart from that, I probably spend about 10 hours a week working, dabbling, running or just sitting in the 

train room. It is incredibly therapeutic and relaxing. 

Do you allow your children / grandchildren to play with your trains? 

No grandchildren yet, and my kids showed an interest when young and have had some moments on the 

layout. 

What train do you really want to acquire next? 

One of two trains. I would arguably pay R20k for an N Scale RR Garrett (2nd home loan). Don’t think they will 

ever be produced in N though.  

The next best I have been looking at is the Fox Valley N Scale Cab forward. I drool every time I see it  
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Western USA Horseshoes and Loops (Part 2) - Horseshoes 

By Terrence Marx 

 

Editor’s Note: The previous newsletter included Part 1 – Loops.  This second part of Terrence’s article deals 

with the Horseshoes… (Although, due to the confused use of the term “loops”, particularly by the Yanks, 

these horseshoes are also known as “loops”!!....) 

1. What are Horseshoes? 

The American West is home to several interesting railroad constructions which are mainly as a result of the 

influence of the mountain ranges of the Continental Divide, which runs the length of the western seaboard. 

The up-and-down nature of this topography, and the fact that these States are major players in the 

American economy, meant that the railroads had to find easy solutions to the difficult terrain problems. 

Two of the solutions that have been successful over the century have been the use of loops and horseshoes 

to assist the heavy tonnage over the top of the Divide and into the hinterland. This article will look at three 

of the West’s more famous and busy horseshoe curves. 

A horseshoe curve is a climbing curve in a roadbed which reverses turn direction twice on either side of a 

single tight curve that varies through an angle of about 180 degrees or more. It is a means to lengthen an 

ascending or descending grade and thereby reduce the maximum gradient. Gradient is measured as “rise 

divided by the run or distance” so in principle such curves add to length for the same altitude gain, just as 

would a climbing spiral around one or more peaks, or a cutting wrapping around an end of a ridge. 

They are used where the straight route between two points is too steep to climb and a more circuitous 

route increases the distance travelled, allowing the difference in altitude to be averaged over a longer track 

length. Unlike a loop, a horseshoe curve does not involve the track crossing over itself, and the full 

horseshoe involves both relatively straight sections, curve deflections in both directions and a tightly 

curved segment, while a loop generally has a more uniform curvature. A horseshoe also gives rise to a 

severe change in direction requiring another corrective curve to regain displacement in the overall 

direction of travel, while a loop generally does not. 

As with loops, the main limitation in laying out a horseshoe is keeping its radius as large as possible, as 

sharp curves limit train speed, and, through increased friction, are harder on rails, requiring more frequent 

replacement of outer tracks as a result of rail wear and tear. 
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2. Arnold Loop (Horseshoe!) - Silver Zone Pass, Nevada 

With an almost 1700 ft elevation gain between Wendover and Silver Zone, the line to Arnold Loop is a 

steady 1% uphill climb. At its peak, Arnold Loop saw eight to ten trains a day in the Union Pacific era, much 

the same as in the Western Pacific era.  

Western Pacific commissioned Stanford University to study the feasibility for a multi-mile-long tunnel under 

Silver Zone Pass to bypass the loop, and there were countless other stories about other studies for tunnels 

elsewhere in the area, including one back down the hill between Ola and Pilot, which would have 

essentially gone up through the canyon west of Pilot near where the big bentonite mine is situated, coming 

out on the other side and down to Shafter. The horseshoe, the summit tunnel, and the Independence Valley 

on the far side, presided over by Hole-in-the-Mountain Peak, have however remained the key standout 

features of this line. It is a desolate but beautiful area where you can enjoy silence between trains as you 

wait for them to arrive. The beauty of this area is that the trains coming from the valley are visible from 

miles away before they actually pass by you.  

 

Arnold Loop. The red line is the proposed change which never happened. 

Another supposed proposal was made when I-80 was being built back in the '60s/'70s west of Wendover. 

The WP was asked if they would consider rerouting the tracks to follow an alignment up the hill next to the 

highway and over the hill, coming out at Silver Zone siding, which would have cut off about 8 miles of 
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trackage, including the horseshoe. For some reason the WP was not interested, either due to lack of 

finances or favouring their preferred 1% maximum grade that the route is presently. This is also the ruling 

grade through the Feather River and over Williams Loop. 

 The other option, and most interesting of all, would have been to refurbish the old cut-off line that runs 

just south of the highway between Pilot and Silver Zone, which was part of the original alignment, and all of 

3% gradient. It only runs for about 3 or 4 miles, but what a roller coaster that would be if still in use. Would 

love to see a 15,000 ton coal train trying to battle up that grade and make it to the top! The old alignment is 

still visible in spots next to I-80 on the south side of the highway. 

The roads up to Arnold Loop are border-line horrendous, and many a train chaser has found his jeep stuck 

in the ruts and pot holes and then had to winch or dig himself out. 

 

A Union Pacific hopper train approaches Arnold Loop. The middle unit is a patched SP engine. 
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A BNSF merchandiser exits the loop on its way uphill. 

 

 

Arnold Loop itself is situated on a fill to compensate for the 1%. 
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3. Gilluly Loops (Horseshoes!) – Soldier Summit, Utah 

Situated on the former Denver and Rio Grande’s (then Southern Pacific, now Union Pacific) Provo 

Subdivision, the Gilluly Loops were built to replace the western slope's troublesome 4% grade with a lighter 

2% grade over the Wasatch Mountains. The eastern slope still sports a hefty 2.4% gradient. 

The line was originally completed in 1882 by the Utah & Pleasant Valley Railway / Denver & Rio Grande 

Western Railway as a narrow gauge line. By 1890, the line was converted to standard gauge as part of the 

conversion of the Rio Grande Western. The seven miles of 4% grade on the west side between Tucker and 

the Summit continued to be a significant bottleneck. In 1913, fourteen miles of new line was built between 

Detour and Soldier Summit. This replaced the 4% grade through the Gilluly Loops. The old tracks were 

removed in 1916, and the grade went on to become today's US Highway 6 alignment from Detour to the 

Summit. U.S. 6, which parallels the ex-D&RGW main line virtually the entire way, is a very busy two-lane 

road between Rio and Helper. 

 

The lower Gilluly Loop and Highway 6 
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Aerial view of Gilluly 

This section is made up of two reversed horseshoes which together total more than 360 degrees. The 7900 

ft Gilluly siding which is located at milepost 661.0 on the Provo Sub is, like Kyune situated further down the 

line, a centre siding, meaning the siding track is between Mains One and Two. Trains traverse the 2% grade 

at an average speed of about 25-30mph. 

 

A Salt Lake City to Denver manifest climbs through the upper Gilluly Loop curve on the climb to Soldier Summit. 

Out of view are 3 D&RGW tunnel motors. 
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Any motive power that UP owns is likely to show up on freights as well as power from the Utah Railway on 

their coal trains. Burlington Northern Santa Fe has also been a tenant since 1996, with any available BNSF 

power heading up freights.  Amtrak's California Zephyr also makes an appearance over the line in early 

mornings and at any other time when it is running late. 

At one time both the state highway department and the railroad had operations at the summit, but with the 

exception of a gas station that is sometimes open, the town is now abandoned but is still a popular rest stop 

and photo spot for railfans.  

4. Caliente Loop – Kern County, California 

Established in the 1870s, Caliente was originally named Allen’s Camp after a cattle rancher and settler 

named Gabriel Allen who lived in the area. Later, the name Agua Caliente meaning “hot water”, coming 

from the hot springs found in the area, was proposed and was used. With the railroad's arrival in 1875, the 

shortened name Caliente was adopted. The post office which was opened in 1875 was eventually closed in 

1993 and now operates out of the enlarged grocery store. 

 

Aerial view showing the twisty route at Caliente 

Caliente is a former Southern Pacific depot site and also location of a small community on the Espee’s 

Mojave subdivision which stretches from Mojave via the town of Tehachapi to Bakersfield.   

At 1,291 feet, Caliente is the start of the stiff Tehachapi grade.  Once a siding, Caliente is now the east end 
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of about 5 miles of double track that begins to the west at Ilmon.  The main railroad attraction of Caliente is 

the horseshoe curve where the railroad shifts from the north side of Caliente Creek to the south side where 

it begins the climb up to the summit of Tehachapi Pass.  

 

Panoramic view of Caliente 

After traversing the horseshoe curve, the railroad temporarily runs back to the west about 2 miles where it 

curves back again, passing through Tunnel #2, and once again heads east.  The elevation difference between 

Caliente and Bealville is almost 500 feet, but only 1 mile by car.  The railroad takes nearly 5 miles to reach 

the same location and passes through several tunnels and horseshoe curves as can be seen in the topomap 

above.  For this reason, trains can be photographed easily at both locations without the need to hurry to 

the next spot at all.   

Caliente prospered during Southern Pacific Railroad's construction of Tehachapi Pass line. For a time, the 

Telegraph Stage Line and the Cerro Gordo Freighting Co. also ran through Caliente and its full-time 

population grew to 200. There were approximately 60 buildings, including 20 or more saloons. 
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Caliente is not all brown. Greenery does show up in the summer months. 

 

 

1950s Caliente on the La Mesa Model Railroad Club Layout 
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5. References 

Railpictures.net  

Wikipedia 

Google Maps and Google Earth 

Trainorders.com 

http://www.daeunert.com/html/rio-grande.html 

http://www.drgw.net/ 

http://www.coloradorailfan.com/sidings/sidings.asp?sub=4&s=8 

and many other sources…. 

The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Brian Dawson 

Water Tower Challenge Honours board 

• 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

• 2015 November Niel Wilson 

• 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

• 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

• 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

• 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

• 2016 April  Peter Fish 

• 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

• 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

• …… and the ball got dropped…!   So I’ll pick it up again, seeing as no one else has responded… 

Train-related Reminiscences - By Brian Dawson 

Thinking about it, I have not experienced that many train trips in my lifetime. But many of those that I have 

stand out as very memorable, for a variety of different reasons…. 
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The first train ride that I am aware of having undertaken was in 1960, when, with me being just 6 years old, 

we relocated from Cape Town to Johannesburg.   My father was a minister, and at most of the churches 

where he served, the church provided him with a car.  So in Cape Town we were dropped off at the station 

(probably by my grandfather), leaving behind a really crappy and unreliable ancient Ford Prefect that had let 

Dad down on numerous occasions.  We travelled by train up to Jo’burg, where Dad had a new car waiting 

for him!  And I started Grade 2 at a new school (my second school in two years)!  I unfortunately don’t 

remember anything of that actual train trip!...    

While we lived in Jo’burg in the 60’s my mother’s parents used to travel up from Pietermaritzburg by train 

to come and visit us from time to time.  We would go through to Park Station to collect them when they 

arrived in the morning, and then a couple of weeks later 

would drop them off again at the station for their 

overnight return home.  My recollection is of the dankness 

and strange smells of the “underground” Park Station, of 

hissing pipes, coal smoke, and conductor’s whistles as they 

departed.  But the nicest memory associated with those 

visits was the fact that, whenever Grandpa came to visit, 

he always took my young brother and I off to a model train 

shop (I think in Commissioner Street, Jhb) to buy some 

new addition for our slowly-growing train set – a new loco 

or wagons, or set of points, or whatever we “needed” at the time….   (The picture above has to be my 

earliest ever “train pic”, taken in 1961 or ’62 during a visit by Granny [in cab] and Grandpa [extreme right], 

with my first Box Brownie camera – a retired mine shunter somewhere out on the East Rand, with a mine 

dump in the background).  

In August 1968, a fellow Scout Patrol Leader and I undertook our Venturer Badge hike.  This wasn’t 

something we arranged ourselves – we were provided with cryptic instructions by the District Scout leader, 

which included a sealed map, a couple of train tickets, a route description consisting of lots of compass 

bearings and notes about landmarks that we needed to find and investigate along the way.   The intriguing 

initial instruction was one to “proceed to Park Station, and catch the train departing from Platform 10 at 

8:27 on Saturday morning, using the enclosed tickets…”  (destination was not disclosed!)  This turned out to 

be the (steam) train to Magaliesberg, with a return trip late on the Sunday afternoon.  So John and I headed 

off on what was probably our first ever train trip without our parents, managed to disembark at the correct 

station, and successfully completed our Venturer hike!       

December 1969 our family drove down for a holiday with my father’s parents in Cape Town.  While in CT, 

the church car broke down, and the big-end bearings needed to be replaced.  Dad’s brother offered to assist 

with repairs, but for some reason was unable to complete the repair.  I needed to be back in Jo’burg for the 

start of my Matric year and investiture as a Prefect, and time was running out.  So in the end the car (with 

all the various loose parts in the boot) was towed to the station and loaded on a train, and we returned to 

Jo’burg that way.  In those days the line was electrified for a portion (?CT to Touws River?). Thereafter we 

were steam-powered through the Karroo.  At some point, as we headed around a gentle left curve, I had my 

head out of the open window, watching the steam loco up ahead emitting a magnificent plume of smoke – 

and got a cinder lodged in my left eye!  It burnt a small hole in my iris, and stung like crazy!  So I started my 
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Matric year with blurry vision and a scar that fortunately disappeared after a while…. 

Almost exactly a year later, I was back in a train, this time courtesy of the State President!  I started my 

National Service as an infantryman at 5 SAI in Ladysmith in January 1971.  On the day of our call-up we 

reported to the Drill Hall in central Jo’burg.   After lots of standing 

around waiting, we were loaded in Bedfords and taken to the same 

old Park Station, and loaded onto a “troep-trein” bound for Ladysmith.  

I think we were fairly well-behaved during the trip down, but our 

drivers weren’t when we disembarked at Ladysmith, and were herded 

onto Bedfords again!  We were subjected to the most horrendous 

“roof-rit” en route from the station to the 5 SAI base by the “ou 

manne” drivers!  Once we finished basics (afters 6 weeks?), we were 

allowed home for a weekend pass.  There was no way my parents 

were driving down to Ladysmith to collect me, so the only option was the overnight train trip back to 

Jo’burg – leaving Ladysmith around 10pm, arriving Jo’burg early on Saturday morning!  And then back again 

on Sunday night, arriving in Ladysmith in the very early hours (3am?) of Monday morning, in time to start 

preparing and stand for morning inspection (so not much time was actually spent at home!).  I recall that 

the cost of the return train-trip for a weekend pass (we were NOT allowed to hitch-hike in those days!) was 

about R9.00, half of my earnings for the month! 

Once we were married, my wife Bronwen and I moved out to Krugersdorp in 1978, where I taught (Biology) 

at Krugersdorp High that year.  During that period, Bronwen commuted to Braamfontein daily, leaving her 

car at Luipaardsvlei station during the day and “taking the train” to work and back.  Fortunately, I just 

walked from our flat at the hostel, to my class-room! 

After six years in Potchefstroom (no train stuff!) we 

moved down to Brackenfell in the Cape.  On one of our 

holidays from there, in 1985, friends from Jo’burg joined 

us in George, and together we did the Outeniqua Choo-

Choo steam trip from George to Knysna and back over 

the Kaaimans River Bridge and the Knysna Lagoon, each 

of us with a one-year-old toddler in tow!  I thought we 

might have had photos of this occasion, but I can’t find 

any… so borrowed this one…!   

While in the Cape, we used to travel up to Potch and Jo’burg (I was still working for Potch University, and 

our family was all in Jo’burg) once or twice a year, at least for every Christmas.  Late in 1985, I received a 

car-allowance, and could now buy myself a new car, and needed to return the project vehicle I had been 

using, to the university.  So I bought a new Passat station wagon from Baron’s in Bellville, and deliberately 

left it there unlicensed.  We drove up to spend Christmas with the family, somehow delivered the university 

vehicle to the PUK, and returned on that occasion from Jo’burg to Bellville by train, still with the same one-

year-old for company in our compartment!  Friends of ours met us at Bellville station.  Carol stayed at the 

station with her one-year-old and my wife and our one-year-old, together with all our baggage including all 

the Christmas presents, while Mick took me to Baron’s to take possession of my new station wagon.  My 
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first trip in this new car (licenced now as a 1986 model, instead of a 1985!) was back to the Bellville station 

to pick up the family and all the baggage (luckily it was a station wagon!), and then the drive home to 

Brackenfell….  

In May of 1990 we relocated from Brackenfell back up to the Transvaal.  By that time we had two kids, two 

cars, a caravan, a cat and various other bits and pieces that needed to be moved through 1500 kms.  

Fortunately, my wife’s parents took pity on her, and offered to pay for her, the kids and her car to make the 

trip by train!  So we loaded our wine-collection (such as it was) into the boot of the Golf (rather than let the 

removal guys deal with it), and took the car through to Cape Town station and loaded it onto the Trans-

Karoo Express.  Later that day I took Bronwen and the kids and lots of luggage through to the station, and 

loaded them onto the same train – but fortunately into a more comfortable compartment.  Bron and the 

kids (and the car and the wine) had a lovely relaxing journey to Jo’burg (met at Park Station by her parents), 

while I later closed up the house, and drove up with caravan in tow, and the complaining cat and all the pot-

plants for company!  

Sometime in the early 1990s our church organised a steam-train trip from Jo’burg to Heidelberg as a social 

family activity, with us visiting the Transport Museum at our destination.  I think this would have been a 

Reefsteamers excursion that we joined.  We routed from Park Station out through Germiston, then down 

the mainline through Union, Mapleton, Glenroy and Driemanskap to Heidelberg.  In Heidelberg we were 

shunted off onto a branchline behind the Co-op.  There were custom-made steps for us to disembark, and 

we walked the short distance to the Transport Museum with our picnic baskets and cooler boxes, for a 

lovely day of family time together… 

In May 2001 Bronwen and I went to Waterval Onder for a weekend away for our wedding anniversary (no 

kids this time!).  Apart from other activities that weekend, we went on another steam-train ride on the 

Sunday – on this occasion it was the Oosterlijn Company, a trip from Waterval Boven (WB) down to 

Waterval Onder (WO), with lunch at the Pickled Trout pub, and then the trip back up the pass in the 

afternoon.  The route down the Elands River Gorge is steep, and the line passes through at least three 

tunnels and has two horseshoes on the approach into WO.  

My recollection is that the loco pulled us down the pass in 

reverse (as shown in the illustration alongside), so that she 

would be facing the right way for the steep trip back up the 

pass (there is no loop or turn-around opportunity at WO).   

In the process of shifting the locomotive from one end of 

the train to the other for the return trip, we were treated to 

a magnificent “run past”, with the loco backing up a 

considerable distance, building up steam (and clouds of 

smoke), and roaring through the WO station on the passing 

line, before braking, backing up and reconnecting to the 

other end of the train.  This is illustrated in the YouTube video by “steamfreak3450” that you should find at 

this link -   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UplDz2tinWo.  My research suggests that it’s likely that it 

was Class 15F loco no. 2985 (the “Elands Express”) that gave us such a wonderful experience.  Sadly, the 

Oosterlijn Elands Express is no longer operational, for political rather than technical reasons.  The loco now 

stands unused in a shed at Waterval Boven… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UplDz2tinWo
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A while after the Gautrain started operations, we decided to “go for a ride” just to be able to say that we 

have ridden the Gautrain!  Taking our granddaughter with us this time, Bron and I drove to Marlborough, 

where we bought our tickets to Hatfield.  We enjoyed a super-fast and effortless trip to Pretoria, then out to 

the Hatfield station, where we disembarked and wandered around, not knowing where we were, until we 

eventually found a Dros restaurant, had lunch, had a short walk in a local park, and then caught the train 

back to Marlborough.  The sensation was very fast and smooth, but with no perception that we were 

travelling as fast as the train is alleged to at maximum speed.  Next time, I am going to take my GPS with me, 

to check on the maximum velocity! 

Our most recent train ride was last year, this time a Reefsteamers excursion to 

Magaliesberg.  This time I was paying attention to the train, and not just the 

adventure!!   We were headed by “Janine” – the Reefsteamers’ Class 15F no. 

3046 (seems like she has now been renamed “Vreni” – her original name was 

“City Of Bloemfontein”).  She was built in 1945, is a 4-8-2 “mountain” type 

loco with a mechanical (steam powered) stoker, and currently runs with a 

long-range EW tender (obtained from a scrapped Class 23) and an ancillary 

water tanker (due to the lack of coal bunkers and water-towers along the 

routes she travels these days).  She was in service for 43 years, retired in 1988, 

was restored and has been 

operated by Reefsteamers 

since 2010.  The trip to 

Krugersdorp was a bit 

unremarkable, with speed limited by local track 

restrictions.  We stopped in Krugersdorp station for a 

while (photo opportunity) then moved on to Millsite, 

where we stood for a long time waiting for a train from 

Botswana to free up the single track for us.  Once on the 

open line and out in the veld and on the downslope, 

Janine showed us what she was capable of, and we whizzed along at what seemed like a great speed!  They 

parked us at Magaliesberg station, most of the passengers disembarked and strolled over to the picnic 

grounds (some stayed to take some pictures).  3046 

was uncoupled and moved off, reversing back along 

the passing line (but very genteelly, no great steam 

display as we had at Waterval Onder!), then backing 

up into the turning triangle, and returning facing in 

the right direction for the trip home.  The return trip 

was more arduous, with lots of smoke billowing as 

Janine worked hard at the uphill sections climbing 

back up towards Millsite, and then on home.  Gotta 

do this trip again soon! 

I now challenge Kevin Chamberlain to take on the Water Tower Challenge!! 
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Upcoming Duty Roster:- 

 

From time to time, guys have missed their respective “Duty Roster” date. Fortunately, with other 

regulars around, they have deputised and opened up and it has fortunately been “business as usual”. 

For reference, we now include the duty roster up to the end of the following month for the respective 

newsletter published. So, in this article, below is the Duty Roster till the end of April. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being public; however, these are on the duty 

roster list on the noticeboard at the club if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make a plan to swap with someone. 

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 4-03 Jimmy M 2 Wed 8-03 Colin A 

2 Sat 11-03 Terrence M 3 Wed 15-03 Dave W 

3 Sat 18-03 Kobus P 4 Wed 22-03 Colin TT 

4 Sat 25-03 Brian D 5 Wed 29-03 ??????? 

1 Sat 1-04 Colin TT 2 Wed 5-04 Brian D 

2 Sat 8-04 Peter F 3 Wed 12-04 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-04 Theuns W 4 Wed 19-04 Dave W 

4 Sat 22-04 Glynn C 5 Wed 26-04 Colin TT 

5 Sat 29-04 Brian D 5 Wed 3-05 Brian D 

 

Club Diary:- 

 

 Friday 24th to Sunday 26th March, National Steam Meet in Cape Town. 

 Saturday 25th March, EMRIG Swap Meet at Northmead Mall, Benoni. 

 Saturday 8th April, PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria. 

 Thursday 27th April to Monday 1st May, Train Show, Durban. 

 Saturday 27th May, GFG Swap Meet, Randburg.  
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Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

(New) Chairman – Jimmy Mattushek      jimmym2@telkomsa.net 

(Past) Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine     cttremaine@mweb.co.za  

Secretary – Terrence Marx       tmarx@942.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Niel Wilson       freightcars@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Dave Wynne       davewynne@icon.co.za 

Events Manager – (ColinTT standing in)…. 

Swap Meet Manager – (Colin TT standing in)….. 

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -    FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2017 WERE DUE FOR PAYMENT BY END FEBRUARY!! 

PLEASE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com

